How you can help your child at home


Summercroft Primary

Being kind and helpful at home

An Academy School



Measuring items around the house using a ruler



Learning spellings (see separate sheet in book bags)



Picking 3 activities from the take away homework (see
separate sheet in book bags)



Helping at home with writing the shopping list and paying
for the groceries.

Useful Websites
www.oxfordowl.co.uk
www.phonicsplay.co.uk

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks1
http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/
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Useful Apps
Hairy letters

Popplet

Funimal phonics

Number Line

Forest Phonics

Pieces Basic

Phonics Lilies

Phonics Tic Tac Toe

Beebot

Our topic this our half term is ‘Take One Picture’. We have chosen to take
a picture from a well known story ’The Tiger Who Came To Tea’ by
Judith Kerr. We will be focusing on understanding the characters thoughts
and feelings and progressing to the children creating their own stories.

Personal, Social and Emotional
Development
R.E.
Values and commitments– acts of kindness and how we show others we care
through at home, school and the wider
community.
Self-Care
How to manage our feelings– when we
feel angry and sad.
How to sort out friendship issues– getting on and falling out.

Knowledge and Understanding
of the World
Science
Seasons– Winter to Spring, length of
day and clothes we wear
Wild plants– identifying and naming
wild plants
Garden parts– identifying and naming
garden plants
Spring– changes to the trees
ICT
Moving images– using 2Create a story
software
Saving, editing, adding sounds and
movements to their story
Food
Tiger Came To Tea– tea party

Communication, Language and Literacy

Mathematical Development

Fiction
Speech and thought bubbles for the characters
Adjectives to describe the tiger
Act out parts of the story
Sequencing the story
Alternative endings to the story
Create their own story about a different animal who came
to tea
Non-Fiction
Shopping list to replace the items that the tiger ate
Writing a letter to/from the tiger
Missing posters for the tiger
Write invitations to a tea party

Number
Addition and subtraction using dienes, numicon
Partitioning numbers into tens and ones
Equivalent expressions e.g 5+ 7= 7+5
Relationship between addition and subtraction e.g 7 + 5 =12, 12-5= 7, 12-7=5
Shape and Measures
Length-longest/shortest, problem solving–
using standard measures.
Volume– measuring using standard
measures, problem solving.
Weight– heavier/lighter, problem solving
using standard measures
2D and 3D shapes in problem solving

The Tiger Who Came To
Tea

Physical Development
Gymnastics
Coaching from an outside agency for two sessions
Rolling in different ways
Exploring the apparatus– travelling under, over, and
around
Sequence of movements
Team games
Domes and cups
Throwing, catching, bouncing balls

Creative Development
Art and Design
Tiger collage
Animal patterns using different media
Music
Tuned and untuned instruments.
Composing rhythms– adding sound effects
to familiar stories.

